
Location: Albania Capacity: 100kW Inverter: STT-20KTL-P, STT-80KTL

Location: Croatia Capacity: 60kW Inverter: STT-60KTL

Location: Thailand Capacity: 10kW Inverter: STT-10KTL

Location: India Capacity: 5kW Inverter: STS-5KTL

Location: Romania Capacity: 6kW Inverter: STH-6KTL-HT
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Welcome to our monthly newsletter, your one-stop destination for all the exciting happenings at

Sunways! We're here to keep you in the loop with our latest events, announcements, and milestones.

Don't miss out on any of the action – add newsletter@sunways-tech.com to your address book now

to ensure our updates land directly in your inbox for easy access.

EVENT HIGHLIGHTS
Sunways Showcases Solar Energy Solutions at Geração Solar Summit 2024

Sunways showcased its latest inverters and solar solutions at Geração Solar's Summit 2024. Drawing

participants from across LATAM, the event provided a platform for Sunways to underscore its

dedication to advancing sustainable energy in the region. Helyeber Mendonca, Sunways Country

Manager, presented the company's innovative technologies, emphasizing reliability, efficiency, and

affordability, catering to both businesses and homeowners. Mendonca emphasized the company's

dedication to promoting the adoption of sustainable energy in LATAM. Sunways remains actively

involved in advancing the renewable energy sector in the region through ongoing engagement and

technological innovation.

Sunways Manager Speaks at Djerba Island Power Plant Inauguration

Sunways Regional Sales Manager, Chloe Jia, highlighted the importance of renewable energy

initiatives in the eastern region of Tunisia during the inauguration ceremony of the first phase of the

ground-mounted power plant project on Djerba Island. Sunways will supply its STT-100KTL C&I

inverters for the upcoming second phase, expected to power approximately 500 households. Chloe

expressed pride in contributing to Tunisia's sustainable energy infrastructure and reiterated Sunways'

commitment to global renewable energy projects. The project signifies a significant step towards clean

energy in the region, with Sunways eager to continue collaboration for further solar energy

advancements.

EXPO REVIEW
Sunways Presents Energy Solutions at Elmia Solar 2024

At Elmia Solar 2024, Sunways inverters were showcased at booth A07:36 alongside our valued

partner, Nordic Power Storage. With over 30 years of industry expertise, Sunways is your trusted solar

inverter manufacturer. Our comprehensive range of inverters, catering to residential, commercial, and

industrial sectors, including grid-tied and hybrid systems, was on display. Committed to sustainability,

we innovate solutions that match energy supply with demand.

TRAINING SESSION
Sunways Hosts Product Training Session in Pakistan with Partners

Sunways recently conducted a successful product training session in Bahawalpur, Pakistan, in

partnership with GenNex Technology and Volcan Engineering. Led by Jane Liu, Sunways APAC Sales

Head, the session focused on introducing our inverter portfolio, essential accessories, and

comprehensive services aimed at sustainable energy solutions. The event provided a valuable

opportunity for Sunways to engage with partners and customers, furthering our commitment to

supporting the transition to clean energy in Pakistan.

PRODUCT CERTIFICATE
Sunways Hybrid Inverters Listed in TOR Erzeuger Typ A of Oesterreichs Energie

Sunways 4-12kW hybrid inverters are now successfully listed in TOR Erzeuger Typ A of Oesterreichs

Energie, marking our official entry into the Austrian market. Designed for home and small commercial

projects, this series perfectly aligns with your energy needs. With a battery range from 140-750V, it

offers increased capacity for energy storage, enhancing both your energy independence and safety.

SOLAR PROJECTS UPDATE
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